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Analysis of XIS data: OverviewAnalysis of XIS data: Overview
Various corrections and default data selection Various corrections and default data selection 
were already applied to make those were already applied to make those cleaned event cleaned event 
listslists at JAXA/GSFC. at JAXA/GSFC. 
Light curves, Spectra, Images are created with Light curves, Spectra, Images are created with 
XSELECTXSELECT (or its equivalents). (or its equivalents). 

Further screening may be needed to avoid atmospheric Further screening may be needed to avoid atmospheric 
NN--K, OK, O--K lines, or other background events (SWCE). K lines, or other background events (SWCE). 

Response files (Response files (rmfrmf and and arfarf) are created with ) are created with 
Suzaku FTOOLS, Suzaku FTOOLS, xisrmfgenxisrmfgen & & xissimarfgenxissimarfgen. . 

Secular change in the detector response (OBF Secular change in the detector response (OBF 
contamination, degradation in the energy resolution, contamination, degradation in the energy resolution, 
etc.) are taken into account.etc.) are taken into account.

Background Database (Night Earth Data) is Background Database (Night Earth Data) is 
prepared and accessible via web. prepared and accessible via web. 

Standard XIS analysis is Standard XIS analysis is easyeasy, if you start with , if you start with 
cleaned event lists. cleaned event lists. 



XX--ray Imaging Spectrometer ray Imaging Spectrometer 
(XIS)(XIS)

XX--ray CCD Cameras onboard Suzakuray CCD Cameras onboard Suzaku
3 FI3 FI--CCD (XIS0,XIS2,XIS3) CCD (XIS0,XIS2,XIS3) 
1 BI1 BI--CCD  CCD  （（XIS1) XIS1) 
1024x1024pixels(IA+FS)1024x1024pixels(IA+FS)
FOV18FOV18’’x18x18’’
CCD Temp = CCD Temp = --9090℃℃
Low noise <3eLow noise <3e--
Energy Range 0.2Energy Range 0.2--12keV12keV
AE/TCE + DEAE/TCE + DE

MIT-LL CCID41 CCD 
with Charge Injection

Au coated Cu 
Heatsink

Alumina
Substrate

Torlon StandoffsFlexprint

On November 9, about 2/3 of imaging area of XIS2, one of the X-ray CCD 
cameras, became suddenly unusable. All other sensors, XIS0, 1, 3, are fine.     
Currently the sensor XIS2 is not used for observations. In order to identify the 
cause and hopefully to recover, we are continuing diagnostic operation.  

http://www.astro.isas.ac.jp/suzaku/instruments/image/AE2_XIS_01.jpg


XIS Data ReductionXIS Data Reduction

Frame Data /8secFrame Data /8sec
DarkDark--level Subtractionlevel Subtraction
Event Pickup (PHAS(0)>Event Threshold)Event Pickup (PHAS(0)>Event Threshold)
5x5 mode, 3x3 mode or 2x2 mode 5x5 mode, 3x3 mode or 2x2 mode 

Event dataEvent data
AEAE--temp dependent Gain Correctiontemp dependent Gain Correction
Charge Trail CorrectionCharge Trail Correction
CTI correctionCTI correction
Grading / PHAGrading / PHA--reproduction for reproduction for PHAS(iPHAS(i)>Split )>Split 
ThresholdThreshold

PHAPHA--dependent Split Threshold for BIdependent Split Threshold for BI
EHK screeningEHK screening
Bad Columns FilterBad Columns Filter
xiscleanxisclean

XIS cleaned event listXIS cleaned event list
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XIS Response depends on the reduction procedure

PI values 
are 
determined 
in this 
procedure



5555Fe CalFe Cal--SourceSource→→
Gain monitorGain monitor

Gain Decrease ~2%/yearGain Decrease ~2%/year
Energy Resolution 140eV Energy Resolution 140eV -->170~180eV @2006Apr>170~180eV @2006Apr

CTICTI increase induced by orbital radiation damage of the CCDincrease induced by orbital radiation damage of the CCD

PH [ch]

co
un

ts Mn-Kα 5.9keV

Mn-Kβ
6.5keV

Peak PHA ch of 
Mn-Kα
(Normalized to 
the ch at 1st ligt)

Energy 
Resolution
FWHM＠5.9keV



(Modeled) Energy Resolution used (Modeled) Energy Resolution used 
in in xisrmfgenxisrmfgen

Degradation of the energy resolution is taken into account in Degradation of the energy resolution is taken into account in ““xisrmfgenxisrmfgen””

Time depending Ex-ΔE relation

(XIS0)

Green: 2005-08-15
Blue:    2005-09-15
… every one month



SpacedSpaced--row Charge Injectionrow Charge Injection

Frame image of the XIS doing the SCI

Injected chargesTrap

Injected charge:
sacrificial event

X-ray event

Transfer direction



SCI Results & StatusSCI Results & Status

From 2006 Oct, users 
can chose an option to 
use SCI. (not for all 
modes)
Calibration for the SCI 
data would be different 
from those for the non-
SCI data. 
Additional dead area of 
5%-7% is inevitable.

Perseus cluster He-like Fe Kα

Energy Resolution (FWHM)
157+/-4 eV
with the SCI

205+/-6eV
without the SCI



MnMn KKαα PHA peak & FWHMPHA peak & FWHM

For (For (““NonNon--SCISCI””) data, energy scale error  ) data, energy scale error  
is about 0.5% (>1keV) or 5eV(<1keV). is about 0.5% (>1keV) or 5eV(<1keV). 

MIT XIS team



ExEx--PHA relation PHA relation （（Calibration on groundCalibration on ground））

Current Problem around SiCurrent Problem around Si--K edge is K edge is 
PHA PHA -->PI relation contains >PI relation contains ““gapgap”” in it to get a strict proportionality between in it to get a strict proportionality between 
PI and Ex. Near future, we will adopt a smooth PHA<PI and Ex. Near future, we will adopt a smooth PHA<-->PI relation, instead >PI relation, instead 
the gap in Exthe gap in Ex--PHA relation around the SiPHA relation around the Si--K edge will be implemented into in K edge will be implemented into in 
the response matrices.  the response matrices.  

Si K edge (E=1839 eV)

Residual to straight line fit

Residual to broken line fit +10eV

-10eV



Quantum EfficiencyQuantum Efficiency

High energy part High energy part …… Depletion depth in SiDepletion depth in Si
Mostly studied by the XRT team (Mostly studied by the XRT team (-->Maeda>Maeda--
sansan’’s talk)s talk)
Crab and other hard sourcesCrab and other hard sources

Low energy part Low energy part …… Surface dead layer, Surface dead layer, 
OBF transmission, OBF transmission, Contamination on itContamination on it

E0102, RXJ1856, E0102, RXJ1856, CygCyg Loop and other stable Loop and other stable 
soft sourcessoft sources
PKS2155 smooth continuumPKS2155 smooth continuum



RXJ1856.5RXJ1856.5--3754 on 2005Oct3754 on 2005Oct

a: Based Cal on the Ground 
b: a x excess0.15μmC 
c: Dead Layer =Design Value   

d: c x excess0.15μmC 

C-K edge ~0.3keV



Thickness of Thickness of CotaminantCotaminant on the XIS on the XIS 
OBF (from repeated OBF (from repeated obsobs of E0102)of E0102)

by Eric Miller

Gradually Saturating



Atmospheric Fluorescence Line    
• When the telescope is looking at the shining Earth or its 

atmosphere, fluorescence lines of the Earth atmosphere 
(N-K, O-K) by Solar X-rays are contaminated in the 
observed spectra.

• Intensity and line ratio depends on the elevation angle 
from the Earth rim and the Solar activity. 

DAY EARTH
0 < DYE_ELV < 5 

5 < DYE_ELV < 10
10 < DYE_ELV < 20
20 < DYE_ELV < 30 

N-K
(0.39keV)

O-K
(0.52keV)



Detected Intensity of N-K line
can be used to measure the contamination thickness 

N-K line

Day Earth

0 < DYE_ELV < 5  

5 < DYE_ELV < 10

10 < DYE_ELV < 15

15 < DYE_ELV < 20

20 < DYE_ELV < 25

2005-8-
13

2005-9-4 2005-10-
22

2005-11-
28

2005-12-
24

2006-2-6



Contamination thickness distributionContamination thickness distribution
for XIS1(BI) for XIS1(BI) 
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Distance from the FOV center

*) Estimations from N-
K and that from O-K 
agree well.



Composition（C,O) from PKS2155
*) O/C=1/6 is currently used.

O/C=1/10; offset_N_C=0

O/C=1/6; offset_N_C=1.27

XIS0(2005)

XIS1(2005)

XIS2（2006)

XIS3(2005)

XIS2（2005)

XIS1(2006)

XIS0(2006)

XIS3(2006)

*)Error bars are 90% error for 2parameters confidence,i.e., delta χ2=4.61



How to treat Contamination in the How to treat Contamination in the 
Data analysisData analysis

HEASAC FTOOLS 6.1.1 contains HEASAC FTOOLS 6.1.1 contains 
““xissimarfgenxissimarfgen””. It is used to . It is used to ““arfarf”” in which in which 
QE degradation owing to contamination is QE degradation owing to contamination is 
taken into account. We recommend this taken into account. We recommend this 
““xissimarfgenxissimarfgen””..

See web page or See web page or IshisakiIshisaki et al., 2006 (PASJ)et al., 2006 (PASJ)
Alternative way is using absorption models Alternative way is using absorption models 
of of xspecxspec, but with , but with ““arfarf”” in which in which 
contamination is NOT taken into account. contamination is NOT taken into account. 



Low background level is confirmed
→Efficient for low surface brightness 



Night Earth BGD Spectra

Ex (keV)
2 6 84 10



NXB NonNXB Non--uniformityuniformity
The NXB level is higher The NXB level is higher 
at larger ACTY, for which at larger ACTY, for which 
time spent on the frame time spent on the frame 
store region is longer.  store region is longer.  

The scattered component The scattered component 
of of MnMn K from calibration K from calibration 
sources is not negligible in sources is not negligible in 
XIS0.XIS0.
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XIS0
7.2-7.8keV (Ni-Kα)
3.0-7.0keV (Continuum)

Mn-Kα band(5.7-6.0keV) image



CutCut--off Rigidity dependent BGDoff Rigidity dependent BGD

5.0-14.9keV

0.1-5.0keV
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Light Curve XIS1

NEP blank sky (2005/9/2)
5-10keV count rate vs COR

XIS0
XIS1
XIS2
XIS3



Background is basically correlated with COR;Background is basically correlated with COR;
Search for the DeviationSearch for the Deviation

Example1) High NXB level was observed (not necessarily always) iExample1) High NXB level was observed (not necessarily always) in n 
the following region. the following region. 

Latitude. ≤ -23 (deg) & Altitude. ≥ 576.5 (km) 
and Latitude. ≥ 29 (deg) & Altitude. ≥ 577.5 (km) 

Longitude(deg)Latitude(deg)
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Tawa et al. Poster



NXB database and reproducibilityNXB database and reproducibility

800ks NXB database (event800ks NXB database (event--lists) is accessible lists) is accessible 
from Suzaku page.from Suzaku page.
Associated tools to sort and to make COR Associated tools to sort and to make COR 
weighted NXB spectra is available.  weighted NXB spectra is available.  
For 50ks of NXB data, For 50ks of NXB data, 55--12keV12keV statistical error is statistical error is 
about 6% (FI), 3%(BI), while about 6% (FI), 3%(BI), while reproducibility is  reproducibility is  
7.0%, 6.8%, 11.6%, 7.6% (XIS0,1,2,3).7.0%, 6.8%, 11.6%, 7.6% (XIS0,1,2,3).
Further study is needed to improve the Further study is needed to improve the 
reproducibility, but the problem is in the low NXB reproducibility, but the problem is in the low NXB 
(~0.05c/s/FI in 5(~0.05c/s/FI in 5--12keV) level. 12keV) level. 
COR database might be needed to update, too. COR database might be needed to update, too. 



Not YetNot Yet

Updating CTI, Trail, Contamination Updating CTI, Trail, Contamination 
database.database.
Various Various SoftwaresSoftwares (Exposure maps,(Exposure maps,……) ) 
Calibration of nonCalibration of non--standard modes data standard modes data 
Calibration of SCI dataCalibration of SCI data
Continuous update of the databaseContinuous update of the database
etc,etcetc,etc……..



SummarySummary

XIS calibration in orbit has been progressed.XIS calibration in orbit has been progressed.
Energy Scale, Energy ResolutionEnergy Scale, Energy Resolution

Degradation & SCIDegradation & SCI
QE, (Contamination)QE, (Contamination)
BGDBGD

Thank you for your presentation on the Suzaku & XIS results in 
this conference. 
Feedback, please. 
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